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Phonics blending sounds worksheets



The category you are viewing for members in Germany You are reviewing resources for Germany Change the location of a wide range of phonetic learning activities, study sheets, educational posters, and games for use in your elementary school class. Phonics L-Family Blends (Bl, Cl, Fl, Gl, Pl, Sl)This
page has a large selection of cut-and-glue activities, card games, mini-books and worksheets to teach students about the phonetics of L-Family blends. Sounds in this family include: bl- (like blue and block), cl- (like clip and shellfish), fl- (like and drive), fr- (like flag and flute), gl- (like glue and glass), pl-
(like a plane and a plate), and sl- (like sleep and sleigh). Phonics R-Family Blends (Br, Cr, Dr, Fr, Gr, Tr)On this page you can print different sheets of r-family mixture. Includes several cut-and-glue activities, writing practical sheets, card sorting games and more. Sounds in this family include: br- (like
brain and brush and binge), cr- (like crab and crib), dr- (like a drop and drive), fr- (like fruit and frog), gr- (like grapes and grey), and tr- (like a tree and a truck). Separate two-letter BlendsConsonant Blend: Bl-This page has more than 20 worksheets for learning to sharpen the bl-blend. Includes minibooks,
pennant activities, worksheets, matching and sorting games, and puzzles. Words include: black, punch, blue, bloom, explosion and blinds. Consonant Blend: Br-If you teach / br / sound, you want to view these phonetics files. Includes word creation exercises, writing practice, word wheel and multiple cut
and glue worksheets. Words include: binge, brush, brick, branch, bread and brain. Consonant Blend: Cl-Try these worksheets and print games when you teach early readers about/cl/sound. There are many cut and glue worksheets, cards, word slider, word web, and sorting game. The words in this set
include: clap, clown, clover, clam, clip, clothes, and climb. Prissed Mixing: Cr-Practice cr-sharpening combination with this print collection. You will find various writing sheets, cut and paste lessons, printed card sorting games, and build word activities. More than sixteen PDFs are available on this page.
Words include: scream, crib, crack, crab, creek and crown. Consonant Blend: Dr-Here are worksheets that focus on words that start with dr-. The practice of reading and writing dr-words; Make a beautiful phonetic pennant display; and collect a miniature book. The words in this set include drive, dress,
drop, driveway, drum and dragon. Mix Overracting: Fl-These games, printed sheets and reading practice sheets cover a mixture of fl-phonics. Words include: fly, flag, flame, floss and flute. Consonant Blend: Fr-Use these printed materials to help children learn to read and write words such as frog, french
fries, friend, fruit, and frisbee. Consonant Blend: Gl-Tsi Phonetic resources can help students learn to decode gl-words such as glass, glue, glad, globe and glove. Consonant Consonant Gr-In this section of the site we focus on the gr-phonics mix. Practice words such as grass, grapes, grill and grow.
Consonant Blend: Pl-STW has a nice selection of phony pl-worksheet blends. There are mini-books, cut and paste activities, word wheel, cards and many others. Prizvukov mixing: Pr-We have a phonetics unit on PR mixes. Focus on teaching students to write and read words like princess, price and
chiothel. Consonant Blend: Sc-Have your students practice reading, writing and identifying words, starting with SCS, combined with this phonetics unit. There are a few cut and glue worksheets, flash cards, a word slider, and many others! The words included in this block are scooter, scare, scoop,
scarecrow, scarf, sphere, and scout. Consonant Blend: Sk-This device is filled with a large variety of worksheets highlighting words that have a priscative blend of SK. The words in this set include: skip, ski, skate, scoon, sky, and skill. Consonant Blend: Sl- Words on these sheets have a /sl/. Your
students will love coloring photos in a mini-book. Challenge your class with the word sorting games. Sharpen the safety scissors for stunning n-glue cutting activities. The words in this set include: sledging, sleeping, slide, slice, lazy and slug. Consonant Blend: Sn-Fill up your printer ink because this page
has so many great phonetics worksheets for learning/sn/sound. The words in this series include: snake, sheave, snow, snail, snack, and sniff. Consonant Blend: Sp-Print from any of these printed sheets with the words SP. We have the word wheel, word slider, game cards, flash cards, cut and glue
activities, and writing activities. Consonant Blend: St-In in this section of our site, you will find the most amazing collection of priscative blends of ST-worksheets all over the internet. Minibooks, writing practice, word wheels, sliders, matching worksheets and phonetic sorting. The words in this group
include: stop, stool, stay, star, stump and history. Consonant Blends: Sw-This unit has words that begin with SW, such as: sweater, swan, sweeping, swinging and swimming. Prisive Mixing: Tr-Focus for these sheets is the /tr/ sound. Children will enjoy a cutout and glue build word activity as well as a
sheet stamped learning centre. Or you can try the word-picture matching game. The words in this set include: train, tree, tray, truck, debris, triangle and tractor. Consonant Blend: Str-If you learn about three letters of str-blend, take a look at these activities. There is a word search puzzle, CLOZE sentence
activity, and a tracing and write sheet. The words in this set include: stripe, rope, strap, straw and stripe. Phonics Worksheets (Full Index)We have thousands of phonetics worksheets covering metical sounds, long and short vowel sounds, graphics, mixes, diphons, word templates (cvc, cvvc, cvce) and
Other. Worksheets of early literacyOn our early literacy page is the sight of word units, word family activities, basic building sentences, and more Mini-books We have a large collection of phonetic mini-books for early readers. We have a book for every vowel and conscript sounds, as well as mixtures and
digraphs. Digraphs Wh, Sh, Ch, and ThDigraphs Wh, Sh, Ch and ThIn this sheet, students practice defining words that share the same digraphs.1st gradeReading &amp; Writing Consonants, such as b, p and s, can be called building blocks of words, while vowels can be called glue. Understanding the
primros and their sounds is the first step ... Connect and mix the corresponding sounds to form the image name. Write a word in a line. Match parts of the word together to form the name of each image. Circle the correct letters. Write a word in a line. Read the sentence. Circle all the words that begin with
the mixture br. Write each word in the lines below. Select the correct mixture to complete the unfinished word in each sentence. Write letters in a line. Match each start sound with the final sound to make a word. Write your word in a line. Follow suit. Read the sentence. Circle all the words that begin with
the tr mixture. Read the sentence. Circle all the words that begin with the tr mixture. Say the name of each picture. Fill in the missing spaces with the correct choice. Each color below was broken down into his phony. But some parts have failed. Cut out the pieces. Put the words back together correctly.
Glue the corrected words to a separate page. Use sounds from the transition box to complete every terrible word. You can use the mixture several times. Select the correct sounds to finish each word. Use images as tooltips. Write a word in a line. Select the correct mixture to complete the word for each
sentence. Select the correct mixture to complete each word. Fill in the missing letters. Write a word in a line. Add the beginning of the sound to each set of letters to make a word. Write your word in a line. Use images as tooltips. Select the correct mixture to complete the word for each sentence. Short
Loud SoundFic with these files, your students will practice reading and writing words with short vowel sounds. Printable includes word and image, a fodging card game, cut-and-glue exercises, reading sliders, and many other images. Long A Vowel SoundUsy for printing activities in this block are words
that have a long vowel sound. There are word wheels, card games, cut and paste activities, coloring worksheets, and more. Short A &amp;A Long A (Mixed)There are words on the sheets of this page with both short and long vowel sounds. These printed games and worksheets require students to sort or
differentiate between two sounds. Short E Vowel SoundHelp students write and read words with short e vowel sound. This page has trace sheets, read counters, insert and cut projects, and Long E Vowel SoundHash long electronic page has diversity training center of activity, cutting and bonding
activities, as well as the word sorting. Short E &amp;amp; Long E (Mixed)This page has a collection of printed sheets and games with short and long E words with loud sounds. Short I Vowel SoundFocus on short I loud sound with these printed phonetic worksheets. Long I Vowel SoundThis printed
phonetic sheets have words that have long been a vowel sound. There are cut and glue activities, word wheels, word sliders, and many others. Short I &amp;&amp;& Long I (Mixed)Worksheets on this page have words with both long I and short I vowel sounds. These printed things require your students
to sort between two sounds. Short O Vowel SoundThis set of phonetic worksheets teaches students about the short sound of O. Long O Vowel SoundThis collection of printed phonetic sheets highlights words that have a long vowel sound. Short O &amp;&amp;& Long O (Mixed)Distinguish words with
long vowel sound and those with short O vowel sound with this selection of phonetic sheets. Short U Vowel SoundNew U vowel sound is the focus of these printed mini-books, games and worksheets. Long U Vowel SoundThen printed sheets are designed for students to read and learn about words that
have a long sound U. Short U &amp; Long U (Mixed)Students can explore the differences between long you and short-U vowel sounds in words. Consonant B bWorksheets, minibooks and games, which focus on the prisive letter b.Consonant C cPrintable games, sheets and mini-books that focus on the
consonant letter C.Consonant D dPrint of these sheets, which focus on the predative letter d.Consonant FWorksheets to help students study the letter f.Consonant GZ these worksheets, students learn sounds made by the letter g.Consonant H hWorksheets, mini-books and printed games that focus on
the letter h.Consonant J jComplete set worksheets for a consonant letter to J.Consonant KMaterials to educate students about the sound made by the letter k.Consonant LLearn about the consonant letter l with these printed sheets. Consonant M mWorksheets, mini-books for printing and card games for
the letter m.Consonant N nPrint sheets, games, mini-books and activities for the letter n.Consonant P pPractice sound made by the letter p with these printed cool measures. Consonant Q qMaster sound made by letters qu with these worksheets. Consonant R r Printed sheets, mini-books, and games for
the letter r.Consonant S s Its named letter s are the focus of this set of phonetic sheets. Consonant T tMini books, sheets and many others on this page are the letters t. Consonant V vWorksheets to teach students about the letter v.Consonant W wWord sorts, cuts and glue activities, and for printing for
learning / w / sound. Consonant X xHere is a few exercises to study the sound of /x/. Consonant Y yYes, you can learn to read about yo-yos like, yolks and yarn with/y/work sheets. Consonant Z zUsing these and games to practice reading words using /z/. Digraph: CHPractice /ch/ sound with these
worksheets and to-dos. Digraph: SHLearn to tell and read / sh / sound with these printed worksheets and deeds. Digraph: THLearn are two different ways to read and say /go/with this collection to print. Digraph: WHPractice reads words with the sound /wh/. Digraphs: Ch- and Sh- (Mixed)These
worksheets will help your students learn how to distinguish between sounds and spelling /ch/ and /sh/. Mix family: The L-Family BlendsThis phonics unit has many printed sheets with words with an L-family mix, such as: bl-, cl-, fl-, gl-, pl-, and sl-. Mix family: R-Family BlendsPrintable sheets for teaching
students to read and write basic words that begin with the letters br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr and tr. Mixing: BLRead and writing words using /bl/ sound. Mix: BRUse these printing exercises to help teach students about printing a mixture of BR. Transition: CLUse print exercises on this page to help students practice
a consonant mixture of CL. Mixture: CR Print printing can be used to help teach students about CR-adjusted mixture. Mix: DRA a wide range of worksheets and activities for students to learn about DR prisctuary mix. Blend: FLThis unit contains words that begin with /fl/. Words include: flamingo, cards,
Florida, floss, flute, fly, flag, flame and flower. Transition: FRUse these worksheets to teach students to read words using sound /fr/. Transition: GLPrint from phonetic sheets and activities on this page so your students can learn about words from the GL conscript mix. Blend: GRUse these printed phonetic
sheets and activities to help students learn words using /pr/ sound. Includes the words: grapes, grass, green and grill. Blend: PLStudents will use this wide range of worksheets and actions to help you learn about words using /pl/. Blend: PRThis unit is dedicated to words with PR-privy mixture. You will find
many different worksheets and activities for students to practice reading, writing and identifying their PR words. Mix: SCTeach your students about words with SC a conscript mix with this phonetics unit. The words in this block include: scout, fright, swing, scooter, scarecrow, scarf and scoop. Mix: SKSS
When teaching your students about sk the awarded mixture, you will find all kinds of printables such as: word wheel, cut and glue activities, writing activities, cards and many others! Blend: SLUse sentences, actions, and mini-books to help deliver SL. Blend: SNTry reading and writing words using /sn/.
Mix: SPCheck with a wide selection of printed games, to-dos and sheets with words with a priscative SP mix (click: spin, spy, spell, spring and space. Blend: STTeach students read the words with /st/sound. Mix: SWThis sw word selection unit has all kinds of printed worksheets, word search puzzle, word
word Word wheel, cards, cut and glue activities, and many others! Mix: TRTeach students on TR are awarding a mix with these printed activities, puzzles, and worksheets. Mix: STRPractice reading and writing words with /str/ sound.r-Controlled Vowels: ARPrintable sheets with r-controlled vowel sound
function made by letters -ar. Sometimes teachers informally refer to r-controlled vowel sounds as Bossy R. OI and OYLearn sounds about /oy/ vowel sound with these printed ones. Contains cards, word sliders, stamps, and end-of-sentence actions. OW and OULearn about /ow/ written with ou and ow.
EE and EALearn about the long e sound written with digraphs ee and ea. OO WordsLearn about short and long oo sounds with these phonetic worksheets. CVC WordsOn the sheets on this page are words with a conscript vowel (CVC) pattern. CVVC WordsPrint exercises for teaching words with a
conscripted loud-loud-conscript pattern. CVCe (Silent e) WordsTher page has several different types of exercises to learn the quiet words E (CVCe). Start, Medium, &amp;amp; Ending SoundsInitial ConsonantsThis worksheets and games can be used to help students recognize the onset of priming
sounds in words. Ending ConsonantsOn these worksheets, students determine which conscript sounds are at the end of each word. Families of The Word We have the word family units for dozens of families of words, including -ack, -ad, -ag, -ail, -ake, -all, -ap, -an, -am, -and, -at, -ate, -aw, -eal, -ear, -eep,
-eel, -eet, -ent, -ell, -ight, -ime, -ine, -ing, -ook, -op, -ow, -ug, and -ump. Word Wheels (Word Families)Practice reading word family sets with these word wheels. Word sighting blocksIn us have 30 weeks of sight word units. Each block highlights five words for children to learn and includes different word
catcher games, worksheets and learning activities center. Sight words (individual)Load printed sheets for more than 200 individual sight words. Each word has about nine sheets. Dolch Sight WordsSight word bingo, word wheel, and cards. Fry instant vision wordsUse these tools to help your students
master Fry Instant Word lists. Alphabet CrownsPrint letters and hat number that your students can color and wear at school. Each cap has the letter (or number) of the day, with pictures. Phonics Mini-BooksPrint these tiny 8-page mini-books for every precipic and loud sound. Word LaddersTwo these
phonetics puzzles, students change the letters in predeterm words to build new words. (Level: Very Basic) Phonetics for Older StudentsPhonics for Older Students (General)Phonetics loud sounds, mixtures, and diphons for upper-primary students. Phonetics for older students: long and short vowel
soundsRecognizable long and short vowel sounds in words. Reading and Writing Worksheets – A complete list of Printed Worksheets to help students learn long and short vowel sounds. Sounds.
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